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Products NeededWhat is a Soak Off Builder Gel

Builder Gels are a  medium to thick viscosity gel, that can be used to create and build shape.  They are stron-
ger than the brush on type gels and are commonly used within the professional Nail Industry for nail exten-
sions and natural nail overlays.  Their strength could be compared to that of acrylic nails.  They tend to come 
in a pot, so a separate brush is required for application.  

All Nail Gels need to be set/cured under a specialised Nail Lamp.  There are two types of lamps on the 
market.  The most common one is the UV Lamp, and recently we have seen the introduction of the fast 
curing LED Lamp.  A UV lamp will set both UV & LED Gels....  however an LED Lamp will set only LED Gel.  

There are two main types of builder gels:  Hard Gels and Soft Gels.  Hard Gels need to be buffed off and Soft 
Gels can be soaked off.  We sell both types of gels. Please refer to our  Soak Off v Hard Gels  - HELP SHEET

So the main advantage of a builder gel is its versatility in creating / building shape and  its ability to add extra 
strength. Lets imagine you have a very flat nail shape and your nails keep breaking.   With a builder gel you can 
change the shape of your flat nail by adding an upper arch.  The combination of the builder gel and the added 
arch will add strength and stop the nails from breaking as easily as they normally would.  You can add shape 
and strength to any nail shape.

Natural nail overlays is what we are  all about.  We believe you don’t need to extend your nails to have lovely 
long nails.  We are dedicated to educate you to be able to grow your own nails that will last with our gel overlay 
products.  Gel overlays are far less damaging than nail extensions

Builder Gel  - Application Methods
Step 1 - Nail Preparation

Nail Preparation is the key to long lasting gel nails. a step that should never be ignored.  Please read or you can 
download our “Preparing the Nail” help sheet for a more in depth understanding of why nail preparation is so 
important.

1.   Make sure you hands and nails have been cleaned and are dry before starting.

2.   File your nails to the desired shape and length using a fine or medium grit file (180 or 240 grit)
3. Push back the cuticles using a plastic pusher or dual tool.  You can use our Cuticle Remover to soften   
 the cuticles if you have over grown cuticles that are riding on the nail plate.  
4. Remove the shine from you nail plate with either a sand turtle, 240 grit file or white sanding block.   
 Light buffing is all that is needed, the object is to JUST remove the shine.
5. Cleanse the nail with our “PREP IT” solution  This will cleanse and dehydrate the nail.  If you don’t have  
 Prep IT, then you can use WIPE IT instead.

Step 2 - Gel Layer One
The first layer is quite simple, it is basically just a flat coat of Gel.  It is very important not to allow the gel to come 
into contact with the cuticles and side walls as it will promote lifting.  The best way to explain this is to... Imagine 
you have a tin of paint and a wooden floor.  If you was to throw the paint on the floor and up against the skirting 
boards, once dried and after time a crack along the wall would occur.  The paint that is not up against the wall 
would have a no cracks and would have formed a tighter seal.

1. Pick up a small amount of gel on your brush and set it down in the upper part of the nail.  Gently 
 circle the gel and ease it very carefully up to the cuticle area.  Leave a gap of about 1-2 mm from the  
 cuticle area.  Once this area is set up you can now just pull down the gel as if applying nail polish to  
 cover the entire nail.  Seal/ cap the edges of the nail with the gel before curing/setting.  (See Diagram A)

2. Cure/set all 4 fingers in a UV or LED Nail Lamp.  

3. Repeat steps 1 & 2 to the 4 fingers of the other hand.  Forget the thumbs for now.  The thumbs will be  
 done separatly after all 8 fingers are completely finished.

Easy to Apply
Lasts 14 Days and More

Easy To Remove
Nails Appear Stronger

Soak Off or Hard Gels
Professional Quality

Save Money, Look Great

Nails Feel Stronger
Build Beautiful Shape

Lovely Nails 24/7

For a full set of natural nail 
gel overlays, you will need 

the following products.

UV or LED Nail Lamp
 UV or LED Builder Gel
Gel Brush Flat or Oval

Wipe IT 100ml
Prep IT 100ml

Nail Wipes
240 Grit File or Sand Turtle

120 or 180 Grit File
Plastic Pusher
Top Gloss Gel

Diagram A
Flat Coat Layer

If you are using our SOAK OFF Gel  - it will set in a UV lamp for 2 minutes or 1 minute in a LED 
Lamp.  If you are using a HARD GEL it will only cure / set in a UV LAMP.  The cure/set time for a 
hard gel is 2 minutes in a UV LAMP.  The nails will have a tacky residue - DO NOT touch or remove 
the residue

See HELP SHEET

Soak OFF V Hard Gels
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Step 3 - Gel Layer 2 - Building Shape and Strength

This layer adds strength and shape.  There are two main stages to this step. YOU ARE GOING TO APPLY STAGE ONE 
TO THE FOUR FINGERS ON YOUR LEFT HAND, THEN STAGE TWO TO THE SAME FOUR FINGERS.  (See Diagram B).

1. Stage One - Flat Coat  Apply a thin coat of gel to cover the entire nail (brush on like nail polish as in Step  
 2 - Gel Layer one).  

 DON’T set it under your lamp yet, you need this layer to remain wet.

 Stage Two - Build Strength
 You are now going to add strength and shape to the nail.  You are going to float or tease a log of gel  
 down the centre of the nail 

 Pick up a larger bead of gel. Slowly set it down in the centre of the cuticle area about 5-6mm away  
 from the cuticles.  DON’T apply any pressure yet, you are NOT going to brush this gel on. You are 
 going to allow it to freely drop or drizzle off of your brush (as if icing a cake).  Start to apply pressure  
 near the free edge (end of nail) to tail off the log of gel (See Diagram B). Don’t panic! It will look  
 ridiculous.  Allow time for it to self level.

2. Once the nails have self levelled, pop them under the light .  If you have thin or damaged nails 
 you may experience a warm tingling sensation.  Please read the section on Heat Spikes.

Diagram B
Flat Coat  & A Gel Log

You can determine the shape 
and strength by the thickness 
of the logs.  If you feel you need 
more strength, try producing a 
thicker log.  The slower you float 
the log the thicker the line.  The 
faster you go the thinner the 
line.  

In the hotter months the gel will 
self level faster, so make sure 
it does not run into the cuticle 
area.  If so, use the clear end of 
your plastic pusher to swipe it 

Step 4 - Wipe IT Finishing Wipe

Finally, you get to remove that tacky residue.

1. Saturate a nail wipe/pad with Wipe IT. Gently wipe away the tacky residue left on the nails.  

We personally recommend to use more than one wipe.  You can re-distribute the residue and possibly allow the 
residue to come into contact with the skin.  Try to avoid the residue coming into contact with the skin.  It is very 
rare, but allergic reactions can be slowly built up over time, especially if you have sensitive skin.

Step 5 - Filing for Perfection

Before filing for perfection you need to have applied your gel to both hands and both thumbs. 

(See Diagram C) 
Your nails will appear to be thick and bulky.  You need to refine the shape.  Make sure you have removed the 
residue before filing. Using a medium or coarser file such as a 100/120 or 180 Grit file, file the free edge to 
thin this area to produce a downward curvation.  DON’T see saw with your file use long assertive strokes.  The 
file is 7” long for a reason.  Read our section on Using You File.

(See Diagram D) Once the shape has been defined, check the remainder of the nail for inconsistency of shape.  
If needed gently file the remaining area.  Finally, buff the entire nail with either a sanding block, sand turtle or a 
240 Grit File.  Make sure that the entire surface is free from any shine. 

Strength & Shape

Using Your File

Diagram C
Nail before filing

Diagram D
Nail after filing

Step 6 - Top Gloss Gel Layer

Now that you have 10 nails filed to the desired shape, you just need to perfect the finish with a Top Gloss A Top 
Gloss will add a high glossy shine, help to seal the free edge and protect them.

If you are wanting to apply gel coloured polish to your nails, apply to layers of colour and set each layer, then ap-
ply the top gloss to seal in the colour.  Below is the instructions for the top gloss gel only.

1. Apply a thin coat of top gloss gel  to the eight fingers and finally the remaining thumbs.  Use the same  
 curing / setting rules as before - depending on whether you have used LED Soak Off or Hard UV Gel  
 type.  Remove the residue and you are ready to go.

Incorrect use of the file can 
result in damage and trauma to 
the natural nail.

Your file is 7” long for a reason.  
Hold the file at the very end.  
Strike the file diagonally across 
or down the nail in one direction 
only at a time, repeating several 
times.  You can change direction, 
but make sure you keep the 
same long motion.

DONT SEE-SAW.
Never go backwards and forth 
in a see-sawing action, this can 
cause friction burns.

If you are using our LED SOAK OFF Gel  - it will set in a UV lamp for 2 minutes or 1 minute in a LED 
Lamp.  If you are using a HARD GEL it will only cure / set in a UV LAMP.  The cure/set time for a 
hard gel is 2 minutes in a UV LAMP.  The nails will have a tacky residue - DO NOT touch or remove 
the residue
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Removing Soft Gels

Builder Gel  - French Manicure  -  Application Methods

Step 1 - Nail Preparation & Builder Gel Layer 1

We are assuming that you have tried or read the first two pages of this help sheet.  We have combined step 1 - 
Nail Preparation and Step 2 - Gel Layer One from the Builder Gel - Application Methods.  As the steps are exactly 
the same.

1.   So.... you need to prepare the nail as in Step 1 -Nail Preparation   Remember Nail Preparation is the key  
 to longer lasting nails

2.   Next.... you  need to apply a flat layer of either Pink or Clear Builder Gel. as in Step 2 - Gel Layer One.    
 Cure/Set this layer in lamp and leave the tacky residue on the nail - don’t wipe it yet.

Step 2 - Applying the Bright White   

1.   Before applying Layer 2 (Build layer) , you are going to apply a thin smile line with the Bright White Gel. 
 The easiest way to do this if using the builder gel is with a Dotting Tool.  Pick up a small amount of gel  
 with a dotting tool.  Set the dotting tool down in the left hand corner of the nail, then lifting up string 
 a line of gel across the nail to create a smile line.   Once the smile line has been created pull down the  
 gel from the line with either the dotting tool or brush, cure/set under the lamp for 2 minutes.
 Don’t remove the residue.

Alternatively, You could use a UV/LED Coloured Gel Polish - Bright White and swipe across the nail gently to 
produce the smile line. Then Cure/set and leave the residue on.

Step 3  - Gel Layer 2 - Building Shape and Strength

1.   This step is identical to  Step 3 - Gel Layer 2 - Building Shape and Strength on Page Two.

  Please refer to its instructions for application.

Step 4 - File for Perfection  & then Top IT

1.   Remove the Tacky residue and file for perfection.  Refer to Step 5 - Filing for perfection on page 2 of  
 this Help Sheet. 

2. Finally, you need to apply your Top IT to seal and lock the colour.  Apply and set under the Nail Lamp  
 for 2 Minutes if using a UV Lamp or 30 Seconds if using a LED Nail Lamp.

3.   It is now time to remove the tacky residue again with Libse’s Wipe IT.  Once removed the nails are 
 complete.  You can moisturise your finger tips with Libse Nail Oil if required.

French Manicure with Builder Gels
A French Manicured look can be achieved using our Builder Gels.  It 
is slightly a bit more trickier than the natural look, but can be easily 
achieved with patience.

French Manicure is a manicure style that’s graceful. It showcases white 
nail tips highlighted by a  pink natural looking base. This style is ideal for 
moderate or short-length nails. 

This section is for SOFT GELS 
ONLY.  See page 4 for hard gel 
removal.

Make sure you protect your 
working area.  Soak IT will ruin 
varnished tops and other 
materials.  It is best to put a 
towel over your surface.

Step One
There are two ways to remove 
Gel Polish, one is using our 
soak pots the other is by using 
tin foil.  

Using Soak Pots
Fill the soak pots with SOAK  
IT . It is advisable to pour the 
solution into the pots over the 
sink to prevent spillage. Once 
filled pop your fingers into the 
finger spaces and leave to soak 
for about 5 minutes.

Using Tin Foil
With this method you need to 
saturate a nail wipe with our 
Wipe IT solution and place it 
on to the nail.  Then secure the 
pad and finger by wrapping it 
up with tin foil.  Leave to soak 
for 5 minutes.

Step Two
After 5 minutes check to see 
whether the nails are ready.
You can either rub them gently 
with your finger nails or with 
your plastic pusher.  If in a 
hurry you can lightly buff them 
with a 240 file.  The Gel polish 
will literally crumble and slide 
away.  If gel is still attached, 
continue soaking for a further 
10 minutes and repeat this 
step.

Step Three

Wash your hands and apply 
either nail oil or hand cream 
to moisturise the nails. If you 
are intending to redo your 
nails straight away, don’t oil or 
moisturise your nails.

Disposal of Wipe IT. 
Don’t tip Wipe IT down the 
sink.  Soak it up with a kitchen 
towel then place in an outside 
bin. If you are using foil wraps 
dispose of them in an outside 
bin.

Top Tip  - Speed Up  Removal Time - Soft Gels Only

Removal time can be dramatically speeded up by gently warming the Wipe It Solution.  You will need to use the 
Soak Pots for this method.  All you need to do is fill a medium to large water proof container with enough warm 
water for the Soak Pots to rest on.  If you use too much water it will flood into the finger spaces.  The warm water 
will heat up the solution and make it more active.  NEVER HEAT UP SOLUTION IN THE MICROWAVE OR COOKER.
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Heat Spike (exothermic reaction)

What is a Heat Spike
If your nails are sensitive, thin or have been damaged from previous nail treatments, you may experience some 
heat sensation when your nails enter the UV or LED Lamp.

Heat Spike is a general term used within the Professional Nail Industry to simplify the word Exothermic Reaction.  
So what is an exothermic reaction?

Exo means to give off and thermic means heat.

UV / LED Gel is made up of thousands and thousands of molecules in its liquefied state.  To reach the desired 
solid state, the gel needs to be set/cured under a UV or LED light.  Once under the light the each molecule 
become energised and searches for numerous connecting molecules to make a cross linked solid state structure.  
The more gel applied the more molecules.  If all the molecules react at one given time there is more heat.  If the 
reaction is staggered then less heat will occur. 

Layer One – Builder Gel
We recommend that you apply a thin layer for layer one.  The thinner the layer the less molecules rushing 
around, which means less reaction.  Heat Spike is less likely to happen when applying this layer.  If you have 
thinned or sensitive nails you may experience a slight sensation.

Layer Two – Builder Gel
This layer can contain up to double and sometimes triple the amount of molecules, creating a more intense and 
active reaction.  Not all of you will experience a heat spike when curing/setting your gel, but for those of you 
who do, will need to  try and stagger the reaction.  Below are some tips that will help to reduce this reaction.

Preventing Heat Spike
To prevent a heat spike I would like to say that you need to “desensitise your nails”, but that would not be what 
really is happening.  However it sounds a bit simpler to understand.  So, I will continue to use the words sensitise 
and desensitise.

Some of you will be able to pop your nails under the lamp and not feel a thing; others may feel an almost immediate 
heating sensation.  The rule is, as soon as you start to feel any warming sensation, take your hands out of the 
rays immediately.  Remaining under the lamp with full rays will only just intensify the reaction and feeling.

Method One
Once, out of the lamp and full rays, place your hands just outside the lamp, but still within some of the escap-
ing rays for about 10 to 15 seconds.  This will reduce the amount of molecule action and allow a more staggered 
reaction: only 1/3 to ½ of the molecules will be moving at the same time.  After 10 to 15 seconds re-enter the 
lamp slowly and continue the required cure time.  You may have to repeat the process a couple of times till you 
feel more comfortable under the lamp.

Method Two
Very similar approach, on layer two before curing you can Flash you nails under the lamp 3 times before com-
mencing with the 2 Minute UV Gel or the LED cure time.  If you have experienced heat spike on previous experi-
ences, this is the best practice to do prior to all curing/setting of UV gels.

Just pop the nails into the light, count to 5 and then take them out and place them on top of the lamp for 5 sec-
onds.  Place them back into the light and repeat the action maybe once or twice more.  When you feel you are 
ready, they can go into the lamp for the full cure/set time.  Just like Method One, this method will also stagger 
the activity.  It basically stops ALL of the molecules reacting ALL at the same time.

Removing Hard Gels
This method of removal is for 
Hard Gels.  Hard Gels CAN NOT 
be removed using the “Soak Off 
Method”

Hard Gels need to be buffed off 
with a nail file.  This does require 
a little expertise.  You need to 
be able to use your file correctly 
and have the sense not to file to 
forcefully.

The method is pretty simple, you 
just buff off the gel using either 
a 180 or 100 grit file and leave a 
thin layer on.  To remove the sur-
face scratches you can then buff 
over with either a sand turtle or 
240 grit file.  If you would like to 
shine them up you can always ei-
ther use a 3 way shiner or apply 
a normal polish top coat.

Never buff down to the natural 
nail plate.  A thin layer should 
always be left to prevent thin-
ning your own natural nail.

After removal your nails will be 
slightly stronger than your own 
natural nails, because you have 
left a thin layer on.  However, 
you need to remember that they  
will still be breakable as the bulk 
gel has been removed.

Natural Nail Overlays and Nail Extensions need to be maintained every two weeks or so.  Failure to do so will 
result in an unbalanced nail, unsightly regrowth and risking “greenies” from old lifted product (greenies  = bacte-
rial infection , which is bacteria trapped between the natural nail and the overlaying gel).  Please read our “Help 
Sheet - Maintaining MY Nails”, for a more in depth understanding  of maintenance and full step by step instruc-
tions.  At some point in the near future we will have a Help Sheet on “Contra indications and Contractions” 

If using a Soft Gel (soak off type), you can just soak off and apply a new set of gels .  Or if you like you can use the 
same method for Hard Gel - the choice is yours.  If you are not too confident with your file a new set is both safer 
and always looks slightly fresher than applying over old gel.

Hard Gel, like nail extensions requires you to buff off 1/3 to 1/2 of the old gel; cleanse the nail; then apply fresh 
gel to give back the strength.   To reapply the gel follow Steps 3,4,5,6 on page 2 of this help sheet.  When filing to 
remove the old gel, make sure you are careful not to damage you nails.

Maintaining Your Nails

What is Lifting
Lifting is when the gel starts to 
separate from the natural nail.

Lifting can occur at the “Free 
Edge” (end of nail) or up by the 
cuticle area.  

Lifting - Cuticle Area
This is not very common and is 
most likely to happen with poor 
product application.  If you have 
applied your gel to close to the 
cuticle area and the side walls, 
lifting will undoubtedly occur 
within days.

Lifting - Free Edge
Free edge lifting is far more 
common.  Fingernails are put 
through the wars daily: typing, 
washing up and daily chores.  To 
prevent separation always make 
sure that you have sealed the 
free edge with both your builder 
gel and Top IT top gloss
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